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Max torque was Claimed horsepower was Compact, yet offering a comfy ride, this is a chopper
worth considering when it's time to go for a new bike. Classic down to the bone, the VS Intruder
is a lower-big-bore chopper with tons of character, wire spoked wheels,a slash-but shorty
silencer, a teardrop tank neatly complementing the raked-out front and yoke-mounted
instruments. Neatly padded seats for both rider and passenger, a miniature backrest for the
latter, a teardrop tank, raked-out forks, skinny front wheel with laced rims and a shorty exhaust
are all on the list to stress out its retro heritage. For most of its production lifetime the Suzuki
Intruder was the largest model in the Intruder lineup. Introduced in , the VS Intruder has
suffered only a few changes over the years. The original model had a 4 speed gearbox but in ,
the 5 speed model was introduced to Europe. Fuel was supplied via a single overhead cams
sohc. Stopping was achieved via Single disc in the front and a Single disc in the rear. The front
suspension was a Telescopic fork, coil spring, oil damped while the rear was equipped with a
Twin shocks, oil damped, 5-way adjustable spring preload. The VS Intruder was fitted with a 3.
The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The Suzuki VS is a motorcycle produced by Suzuki
from to more commonly known as the Suzuki Intruder. The old Intruder has become the
Boulevard S83 and the model year marks the debut of this machine. Even though the badge has
changed, the bike retained the full rewarding feel, with is cc air and oil-cooled v-twin, compact
looks and retro chopper vibe. The instruments are bar-mounted, above the small headlight
overlooking the skinny front fender and wheel, while the shorty exhaust system adds to the
overall compact attire of the Boulevard S This is a great choice if you're looking forward to buy
a brawny chopper with classy mean looks. A bigger version of the Boulevard S50, the S83
provides more displacement for a power and torque supplement, making this bike an even more
attractive option for the experienced riders. Still not a big-bore beast, the Boulevard S83 is a
clean cruiser with slightly retro looks, fluid lines and a classic air-cooled engine. The Boulevard
S83 is a better choice for those who like the old-school attire of the smaller Boulevard bikes.
With the extra grunt the 1,cc v-twin packs, these fellows can now throttle ahead onto the open
highway. The MY Boulevard S83 carries on the heritage of the family and offers an
upper-middleweight air and oil-cooled riding experience powered by the classic degree cc
v-twin. Drawing inspiration from the choppers of old and introducing some cruiser DNA into the
mix, the Boulevard S83 shows off a skinny front wheel and fender, complemented by a bobbed
rear mudguard covering a beefy tire. Short silencers complement drag bars, and slender fork
legs, while the moderately-sized headlight is mated to a minimalist single gauge on top of it. If
classic-look cruisers are not your thing and you're looking for a more radical bike, take a closer
look at the MY Boulevard S You'll most likely smile and want to ride it, as this machine embeds
several timeless attributes which have written many a page in the motorcycle history books.
Compact, low, with an aggressive drag bar on tall risers, a single gauge hovering above a
moderate-size headlight, slender profile and plenty of power to spare, the Boulevard S83 is
ready to turn heads wherever it will show up. The cc v-twin engine is air- and oil-cooled, and
this makes the bike lighter and nimbler. The Boulevard S83 also sports a classic tire combo,
with a beefy rear one and a skinny front wheel and a shorty fender for even more classic looks,
plus a slash-but exhaust. The MY Boulevard S83 is a chopper which sits between the
middleweight and the big-bore classes in Suzuki's roster. Packing an cc displacement, this air
and oil-cooled machine exudes certain design elements which hark back to the '70s. A svelte
profile with tall forks, a skinny front wheel with a skimpy fender, a fat rear tire and shorty
exhausts, plus tall bar risers, they are all honoring the past. The two-up seat is a single-piece
like you'd expect from a retro machine, and the spoke rims are emphasizing this character. A
full-on machine with no compromises, the Boulevard S83 is waiting for you to pick the next
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Telescopic fork, coil spring, oil damped Rear: Twin shocks, oil damped, 5-way adjustable spring
preload. Service Manual. Make Suzuki. Model Intruder. Great bike! Like new! Low miles! ONE
Owner! Recent tune-up! Black on chrome with drag pipes, saddle bags, windshield, engine
guard, highway pegs! Must see to appreciate! Located in Montgomery, AL. Cash or certified
cashier's check ONLY! Do not contact with PayPal offers! Perfect Condition. Good rubber, good
brakes, highway pegs, and absolutely no issues. Boulevard saddlebags and a windshield. It has
the top of the line G-Man battery. I have for sale a Suzuki Intruder VS It has 16, miles on it which
is quite low for this engine size. Many more miles to go! First off the bike is in solid shape and
runs well. Carbs have been gone through and rebuilt and sync'd. Spark plugs have been

replaced, oil and oil filter has been replaced, battery is new too. The tires are in good shape with
lots of life left. Brakes work great. Head light and tail light work great. The starter solenoid is
new as well. The bike has had some modifications cosmetically. The rear fender has been
chopped and shaped. The seat has been reshaped. The rear shock have been lowered. There is
a side mounted plate and tail light. The gas tank has been dished dented not cut. The tank, rear
fender, exhaust, and shocks have been painted flat black. The ignition switch has been replaced
with an aftermarket one and starts like a car would. I have ridden the bike and it has good power
and is fun to drive. The bike does need a gas cap as the key was lost to the old one and the cap
was not useable after removal. I hope I have covered everything well enough. The bike is a bit
dirty in the pictures but will be cleaned up prior to pickup. If you have any questions just ask!
The remaining amount is due within 7 days or at time of pickup. Excellent condition - it was
given to me as a gift from a friend in Florida where it was purchased. It arrived in Vermont on a
trailer with miles on it. It is parked in a heated garage. Clean title. I can arrange transport at your
expense if you are interested. For a fee I may consider delivery if you are within a mile radius of
Barton, Vermont. Excellent motorcycle, forward controls, plenty of power, runs and shifts great.
Very fun to ride. I accept Paypal or cash in person. If you have any questions, you can contact
me at I've babied this Suzuki VS Intruder; and it's always been kept in the garage. The only
issue this bike has is a couple of dents on the gas tank you can see in the photos , but there's
no rust on the dents. I bought it that way 5 years ago and just never got around to fixing them.
This year, I bought a gallon of auto-body filler "bondo" , but since I've never done any "body
work," I was too chicken to try to fill the small dents, then give it a new paint job. I'll give you the
new gallon of filler and wish you luck. Call or text Eric at three three four, , three nine one two.
Most of these were just needed maintenance due to the age, but it's all work someone won't
have to look forward to. Ran well when I brought it home from the shop, but it's sat a few
months and not starting. Just needs someone to get it to fire up and would be a good bike for
anyone looking. Reasonable and motivated but not giving it away. It's already priced less than
parting it out. We are a fully licensed, bonded and insured dealership with years track record of
providing hand-picked, high-quality Cars, motorcycles, Gem Cars, Trucks, RV's and all other
types of vehicles to our customers. Our mission is to ensure that the vehicle you see and read
about here is exactly what is presented upon delivery. If you have any questions about our
vehicles or just want some general information, don't hesitate to contact us. Our level of
professionalism and integrity is second to none. We are very serious about our vehicles and
customers so bid often and bid with confidence. Don't forget to check out our feedback profile
to see what our growing list of satisfied customers have to say. Also, please be sure to read our
Terms and Conditions section below before you bid. We hope you get as excited about our
products as we do! The overall condition is rough, this is for parts only or if someone wants a
project! If any other questions please ask. TERMS: If you bid, you are entering into a legal and
binding contract to purchase the vehicle described above. We do not offer any type of
financing! Seller reserves the right to notify bidders and cancel this auction at any time without
any liability to the Seller. No bid retractions within 24 hours of auction end. If you're not sure
Successful bidder must contact us within 24 hours of the auction end. Vehicle inspections are
welcome but must be completed prior to the close of the auction at the bidder's expense. If
these terms can NOT be met please call us head of time to work other arrangements. Buyer is
responsible for shipping however we will gladly help with the logistics. Dealers must show there
Resale Certificate and Dealers License Out of state customer can pay state and local tax at there
local tag office ONLY if the vehicle is shipped with a shipping carrier. We make every effort to
describe any and all imperfections, however all used vehicles may or may not have chips,
dents, scratches, or imperfections as a result of normal everyday use. We will disclose any
known mechanical, structural, exterior, and interior problems. We would welcome anyone who
would like inspect the vehicle prior to bidding. Our main goal is to ensure that this vehicle more
than meets your expectations and you become one of our many happy customers. We try very
hard to include all of the above, however, we will not be responsible for the absence of these
minor accessories. Such items are replaceable at any local factory dealer or electronics store. If
you are curious about any of the above, don't assume they are included Highly recommended!
Thank you! Bid with confidence!!!!! Highly recommended seller. Hope to do business again. We
are professionals who consistently provide quality products and service to all of our customers.
Thanks for looking Good Luck! Everything is tip top shape on this bike, new tires less than
miles , complete set of Willie and Max bags, Jardine pipes, carbs jetted and tuned for the pipes,
highway bars, strong battery, and fresh mobile one synthetic oil. It is road ready, and I have the
title in hand. Always garage kept and babied. I also have the original pipes and an extra new
Memphis Shades windshield that comes with it. Remainder due within 10 days. Local Pick-up in
Norfolk Va. Here is a Suzuki Intruder VS that is in running and driving condition. This item has

some scratches, scuffs, dings and light surface rust on it from average riding. This bike has 25,
miles on it but the title is marked In Excess of mechanical limits. This motorcycle does appear
to have some aftermarket parts on it such as a Corbin seat and custom bars. Richmond, Va
Dealer Hi This is my Intruder cc. Year immaculate chrome and aluminum is really nice shape,
really clean and ready to road, I'm asking , clean title on my hand. Model Intruder VS A little ding
on the front fender and a couple of missing rivets in the seat otherwise in great shape. It does
have Jardine exhaust installed as well. Tousley Motorsports is the largest Motorsports dealer in
the Midwest! Our used vehicles have been inspe
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cted by factory trained technicians, have fresh oil and filters and ready to ride. We can pick you
up from the Minneapolis International airport for a great fly and ride. Financing available OAC,
please fill out our online credit application and we will be in touch shortly. Contact the store at
or Internet Sales directly at To view that information, please click on the "view website" link in
the details section below. Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a
nationwide warranty of up to days. And yes, we also take trades! Payson, AZ. Rocky Ford, CO.
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